
20- 21- 22- 23- 24- 

25- Review Long 

Vowel Patterns in 

Accented 

Syllables

26- Ambiguous 

Vowels oy/oi 

and ou/ow in 

Accented 

Syllables

27- Ambiguous 

Vowels au, 

aw,al in 

Accented 

Syllables

28- r-

influenced a in 

Accented 

Syllables

amaze advice alone amuse compete advice about all right aware

basement arrive approach balloon defeat awake allow almost barefoot

bracelet brightly awoke beauty eastern brightly amount already barely

chocolate combine bureau cartoon extreme compose announce although beware

complain decide closely cocoon feature crayon annoy always careful

crayon delight compose conclude fifteen dainty appoint auction carpet

decay describe decode confuse freedom debate around August dairy

escape driveway erode cougar healthy decay avoid author declare

explain favorite Europe doodle heavy define counter autumn despair

maybe forgive explode excuse increase delete country awesome fairy

mayor higher hostess moody indeed disease county awkward haircut

mistake highway loafer noodle leather dispute coward caution hardly

obey invite lonely pollute meaning enclose destroy faucet harvest

painter lightning lonesome raccoon pleasant flowing double flawless marble

parade machine lower reduce reader freezer drowsy gawking market

pavement ninety owner refuse repeat frighten employ gnawed pardon

payment provide postage scooter season invade loyal haunted parents

railroad sidewalk poster shampoo steady lightning moisture laughed partner

raisin slightly remote toothache sweater polite noisy laundry repair

remain surprise soapy Tuesday thirteen refrain pointed lawyer toward

today survive suppose useful remote poison sausage

salute southern

speaker thousand

useful trouble

voyage



29- r-influenced 

o in Accented 

Syllables

30- Words with 

w or /w/ 

before the 

vowel

31- /er/ spelled 

er, ir, ur in first 

syllables

32- /er/ and r-

influenced e 

spelled er, ear, 

ere, eer in 

accented 

syllables

33- unaccented 

final syllable -le

34- unaccented 

final syllable 

/el/ spelled -le, -

el, -il, -al

35- unaccented 

final syllable 

/er/ spelled -er, 

-ar, -or

36- agents and 

comparatives

adore backward birdbath adhere able angel after brighter

ashore dwarf birthday appear battle angle brother creator

before quarrel certain cheerful bottle April calendar director

border quarter circle dreary bridle bundle cedar dreamer

chorus squabble dirty earnest bugle cancel cover driver

corncob squad during earthquake cable council doctor editor

corner squash firmly hermit cradle couple dollar farmer

explore squat furnish kernel handle evil error fresher

florist swarm further learner jungle fossil father governor

forest waffle hurry merely middle fragile favor jogger

forty wander mermaid pearly muscle jewel flavor juror

forward warden merry rehearse paddle journal flower later

ignore wardrobe perfect searching rattle level grammar older

inform warning perhaps sermon rifle local harbor sailor

normal warrior person serpent sample metal lunar shopper

northern world purpose sincere scramble needle mirror smaller

order worry service spearmint scribble novel mother smoother

perform worse spirit teardrop settle pedal motor sooner

record worship thirsty thermos single pupil popular stronger

reward worthwhile Thursday yearbook table saddle rather swimmer

shorter worthy turtle yearning tremble signal regular visitor

sorry special rumor voter

stencil silver writer

struggle solar younger

total sugar

vowel tractor

weather



37- final syllable 

/er/ spelled -

cher, -ture, -sure, 

-ure

38- unaccented final 

syllable /en/ spelled -en, -

on, -an, -ain

39- unaccented 

initial syllables 

a-, de- be-

40- initial hard 

and soft c and g

capture abdomen aboard camel

culture apron afraid cavern

danger bacon against central

failure bargain agenda century

future captain aloud cereal

leisure certain among cider

marcher children another circle

mixture chosen astonish collect

nature curtain awhile college

obscure eleven because common

pasture fountain beforehand custom

pitcher gallon begun cyclist

pleasure heaven behavior garage

posture mission believe general

pressure organ beneath genius

rancher orphan between giant

secure oxygen decision gingerbread

senior pardon defend giraffe

stretcher ribbon degree golden

teacher slogan delete gossip

treasure unison depend govern

urban desire gurgle

villain develop gutter

woman direct gymnast

divide

upon


